Itinerary: May 18 – June 3, 2015


Tuesday May 19: Site visit: Gothic Quarter, Picasso Museum, and Santa Maria del Mar. Writers to think about: Cristina Peri Rossi and Roberto Bolaño. Guest Lecture: Santa Maria del Mar and the Virgin in Catalunya (actual date of lecture may change).

Wednesday May 20: Site visits: Gran Teatro del Liceu and the Raval, including Museu Maritim, Ramblas, Boquería Market, Iglesia Sant Pau del Camp. Writers to think about: Gabriel García Márquez, Cristina Peri Rossi, Roberto Bolaño.


Sunday May 24: Explore Barcelona on your own.

Monday May 25: IES Guest lecture: Seix-Barral in the 1960’s and 70’s; Roberto Bolaño, Cristina Peri Rossi and the Spanish Literary Establishment. Second López-led class discussion.


Wednesday May 27: Train from Girona to Madrid. Writer to think about: García Márquez.


Saturday May 30: Explore Madrid on your own.

Sunday May 31: Explore Madrid on your own.

Tuesday June 2: Site Visit: Toledo. Writer to think about: César Vallejo.

Wednesday June 3: Fourth López-led Class discussion. Farewell dinner.

Thursday June 4: Depart Madrid. Program concludes.

The course includes five lectures by outside specialists. The date of those outside lectures is subject to change, as is the exact date of the four in-depth class discussions led by Professor López.